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Abstract
Traditionally, relational databases were designed for scale-up architectures. Supporting more clients or higher throughput required an upgrade to a larger server. Historically the alternatives for scale-out database management have been severely compromised, offering an unattractive choice between:

a) Sacrificing transactional (ACID) guarantees (e.g. "NoSQL" approaches),
b) Adopting tightly coupled models with significant flexibility and performance constraints (e.g. Shared disk or two-phase commit), or
c) Application-specific data management (e.g. sharding).

In the NewSQL model and in modern distributed datacenters, on-demand scale-out databases that maintain ACID semantics are an architectural requirement. Also critical are key features associated with being cloud-scale like ease of provisioning and management, security, agility in the face of unpredictable workloads or failures and support for widely distributed applications. Widely distributed applications, in turn, require distributed services that are highly available and can provide low latency. These are the design goals that defined the NuoDB architecture.

NuoDB is a distributed database designed with global application deployment challenges in mind. It’s a true SQL service: all the properties of ACID transactions, standard SQL language support and relational logic. It’s also designed from the start as a distributed system that scales the way a cloud service has to scale providing high availability and resiliency with no single points of failure. Different from traditional shared-disk or shared-nothing architectures, NuoDB presents a new kind of peer-to-peer, on-demand independence that yields high availability, low-latency and a deployment model that is easy to manage.
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